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Ceramics with their hardness, chemical stability, and refractoriness could be used to design
more efficient energy generation and conversion systems as well as numerous other
applications. However, we have needed to develop a fundamental understanding of how to
tailor ceramics to improve their performance, especially to overcome their brittle nature.
One of the advances in this respect was the incorporation of very strong microscopic rod-
like reinforcements in the form of whiskers that serve to hold the ceramic together making it
tougher and resistant to fracture. 1 This microscopic reinforcement approach has a number
of features that are similar to continuous fiber-reinforced ceramics; however, some of the
details are modified. For instance, the strengths of the microscopic reinforcements must be
higher as they typically have much stronger interfaces. For instance, single crystal silicon
carbide whiskers can have tensile strengths in excess of 27 GPal or >2 times that of
continuous fibers. Furthermore, reinforcement pullout is limited to lengths of a few
microns in the case of microscopic reinforcement due as much to the higher interracial shear
resistance as to the limit of the reinforcement lengths. On the other hand, the microscopic
reinforcement approach can be generated in-situ during the processing of ceramics. A
remarkable example of this is found in silicon nitride ceramics where elongated rod-like
shape grains can be formed when the ceramic is fired at elevated temperatures to form a
dense component.

Figure 1. A Iarger elongated grain in a silicon nitride ceramic bridges across a crack behind
its tip. Note the the interlace between the grain and the matrix has separated/debonded
along a portion of the grain’s length (arrows). A glass network (white) surrounds all the
silicon nitride grains as well.

As seen in Figure 1, these large elongated silicon nitride grains can act as microscopic
reinforcements when the interface between the reinforcement and the surrounding
integranular glass separates (debonds) well before the reinforcement fractures. This
interracial debonding process allows the reinforcement to form a bridge across the main
crack raising the fracture resistance of the silicon nitride. Thus, introduction of these larger
elongated grains combined with the interracial debonding process can improve the fracture
resistance. However, it has now been shown that one must contol the generation of such
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reinforced microstructure. Figure 2 reveals that the uncontrolled generation of a large
number of elongated grains having a wide distribution of diameters does provide an
increase in toughness and strength (Fig. 2, middle) as compared to a silicon nitride with a
fine, nearly equiaxed microstructure (Fig. 2, bottom). On the other hand, control of the
microstructural evolution to limited number and diameter distribution of larger elongated
grains formed in a fine grained matrix yields a much greater fracture toughness and higher
fracture strength obtained (Fig. 2, upper).z
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Figure 2. The fracture resistance curves reveal that the toughness increases with the
controlled introduction of reinforcing grains. The ceramic with no reinforcing grains
(bottom curve) exhibits a toughness of - 3.5 MPadm and a strength of 660 MPa. The
ceramic with the uncontrolled introduction of reinforcing grains (middle curve) exhibits a
toughness of - 6.3 MPadm and a strength of 850 MPa. With selective generation of
reinforcing grains (upper curve) a toughness of - 10.8 MPadm and a strength of 1400 MPa
are obtained.

A key issue here is how strongly, if at all, the intergranular glass influences the interracial
debonding process as a wide variety of additives are used to sinter silicon nitride ceramics
and these generally appear in the glass phase. An indentation cracking method was used to
study interracial debonding conditions in samples where silicon nitride whiskers embedded
in oxynitride glasses of known compositions.g In these experiments indentation cracks are
introduced at fixed loads and distances from the whiskers so that different cracks intercept
the prism face of the whiskers at a variety of angles. Below some angle of intercept (ecrit)

the crack will deflect up along the interface for some distance (ldb-the debond length). The
weaker the interface, the larger is the value of tlc~t.

For the current discussion, we will focus on the results for silicon oxynitride glasses that
also contain aluminum and yttrium ions as yttria and alumina are quite common sintering
aids. Microscopy studies showed that an epitaxial beta–Si6-ZAlZOZN8.Z layer typically
forms on the beta–SigNq whiskers as well as on the reinforcing grains in silicon nitride
ceramics when alumina is added.g~q Si6.ZA]ZOZN$Z is a substitution alloy which is
isostructural with the SigN4 with the z-value reflecting the amount of Al and O substitution.
When a combination of yttria and alumina is added to the glass and as sintering aids in the
ceramics, that the z-value of the epitaxial Sic-ZAIZOZNg-Z layer can be decreased by



decreasing the Al to Y ratio in the additives. When this was accomplished in the glasses
containing dispersed whiskers, the Ocrit value for debonding was found to increase with
decrease in z-value of the epitaxial layer, Figure 3.4 Similar results were found in the
reinforced silicon nitride ceramics from crack propagation studies. Thus, the interface
became weaker as the Al to Y ratio in the additives decreased; this would promote
interracial debonding.
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Figure 3. The interface strength is reflected in the angle between the crack and the ~-SisN4
prism face at which debonding begins to occur (9CriJ. The interface becomes weaker as
the 9crit value increases. Fdled triangles: data obtained in SiAIYON glasses containing
dispersed &SisN4 whiskers. Filled circles: data obtained in self-reinforced silicon nitride
ceramics with selected yttria-alumina additive compositions and comparable microstructure
including the same fraction of intergranuhr SiAIYON glass phase.
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Figure 4. With the formation of an epitaxial SiAION layer on the silicon nitride grains, the
toughness increases as the Al and O content of this SiAION layer decrease totally consistent
with the interracial debonding behavior,



Next the fracture toughness response was characterized in reinforced silicon nitrides where
the size and number of larger reinforcing grains and the matrix were fixed but the Al to Y
ratio in the additives was systematically varied. As should be expected from the debonding
experiments, the toughness increased as interracial debonding was promoted by decreasing
the z-value of the epitaxial Si6.ZAlZOZN8-Zlayer on the reinforcing grains, Figure 4. Now
we can see why both (1) the microstructure and (2) the composition of the sintering
additives (thus, the compositionkructure of the glass/crystalline interracial region) must be
tailored to optimize the toughening processes associated with the large reinforcing grains.
The payoffs are quite worth the efforts as fracture toughness vaules of 11 MPadm or
greater combined with flexure strengths> 1100 MPa can be achieved.

Theoretical studies are beginning to explore the structure and properties of such complex
interfaces,s Combined with detailed observations of the structure and chemistry of these
interfaces, these will allow us to tailor the chemistry of intergranular films and their
interfaces in ceramics to improve their mechanical behavior. Already, components made
from such toughened silicon nitride ceramics are now being inserted for quite rigorous
applications, such as aircraft and industrial turbomachinery.6
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